
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ADMIT IT LIBERALS        
Posted: June 23,1996  00:39:58
To: HARR[ KANNRY, JR (NKSC19A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

The contest between Dole and Clinton is merely one of       
political egos.  They're both tools of Wall Street, and if  
Wall Street wants to make money dealing with China then we  
deal with China, and no amount of good sense will change it.
                                                            
It was a Republican President who went to China and started 
the whole sell-out process, but it aided his re-election and
created the illusion he was a Statesman, so we got stuck.   
                                                            
Check out the U.S-Hong Kong Act of 1992, (S1731) for proof. 
Co-sponsored by Helms and Dole AND Al Gore: a pure example  
of bi-partisan corruption.  Signed by Bush October 1992.    
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Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ADMIT IT LIBERALS        
Posted: June 22,1996  14:38:58
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
From: HARRY KANNRY, JR (NKSC19A)

How do you know Dole and Helms haven't called for sanctions 
against China?  It is Bill Clinton who is giving China      
favored nations status, or at least extending it.  Don't    
blame the whole problem on Republicans.  It was JFK that    
wanted to give Queomy(sp) and Matsu back to China and it was
a Republican president who supported Taiwan.  Do you have   
verifiable proof about Helms and Dole?                      
                                                            
Harry                                                       
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Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ADMIT IT LIBERALS        
Posted: June 21,1996  23:27:21
To: FRAN SPARAGNA SR (HLBZ82B)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

Obviously you missed my Buch. Goes Flaccid writing in this  
topic about a week ago...                                   



                                                            
Why won't Dole and Helms call for sanctions against China   
for its forced abortion and infanticide policies?  Hint:    
It has to do with the money they and their corrupt party    
gets from Wall Street corporations that expect to make BIG  
profits from dealing with China.  Just follow the dollar and
you'll find the truth about the Republican Party.           
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Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ADMIT IT LIBERALS        
Posted: June 21,1996  10:27:56
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
From: FRAN SPARAGNA SR (HLBZ82B)

BUT-Clinton approves of "partial-birth" abortions -where    
the dangling feet of the baby are out of the womb, and the  
doctor applies a scissors to the little baby's              
head inside the womb--opening it--and sucking out the       
little baby's brains.  And he also approves of the 1.5      
million abortions that take place every year in this        
country.  You talk about freedom-loving people in Hong      
Kong--how about little babies who have a right to life?     
         You call Helms and Dole butchers--what are doctors 
and women and Planned Parenthood ,who approve of the        
holocaust of babies in the womb--great humanitarians???!!!  
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Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ADMIT IT LIBERALS        
Posted: June 20,1996  21:18:19
To: SID ROBERTS (PXBZ59B)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

Bill is certainly not perfect but at least he didn't co-    
sponsor a bill APPROVING Britain's sell-out of the 6,000,000
freedom loving capitalists of Hong Kong to the butchers in  
Beijing, as did Bob Dole and Jesse Helms.                   
                                                            
Some conservatives will do anything for money!              
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